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0. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a field and let S be the polynomial ring over K in the three
sets of indeterminates X , . . . , X , Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z . We al-0 ny1 0 my1 0 py1
ways assume n G m G p G 2. Let




be a trilinear form in S, and denote by J the ideal of S generated by allA
 .the partial derivatives of A the letter J stands for Jacobian . What can be
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said about the ideal J ? For instance:A
QUESTION 1. What is the height of J ?A
QUESTION 2. More precisely, what is the primary decomposition of J ?A
These questions have attracted the attention of the first author in
connection with the notion of hyperdeterminant, the three-dimensional
analogue of determinant as defined by Cayley and rediscovered by
.Gelfand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky . For information about hyperdetermi-
w xnants, we refer the reader to GKZ . Here we just recall that, given a
 .three-dimensional matrix b , 0 F i F n y 1, 0 F j F m y 1, 0 F k Fi jk
p y 1, n G m G p G 2, it makes sense to speak about its hyperdetermi-
nant if, and only if, n F m q p y 1. This is the condition characterizing
.the ``square'' three-dimensional matrices. For a bilinear form
w xC s c X Y g K X , . . . , X Y , . . . , Y , i j i j 0 ny1 0 ny1
0Fi , jFny1
the ideal generated by its partial derivatives has height 2n if, and only if,
 .det c / 0. Therefore it is natural to conjecture that, when n F m q p yi j
 . 1, ht J s 2 p if, and only if, hyperdet a / 0. Notice that if we denoteA i jk
by A , . . . , A the partial derivatives of A with respect to the indeter-Z Z0 py1
minates Z , . . . , Z , we have0 py1
J : Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A , .A 0 py1 Z Z0 py1
.so that ht J F 2 p by Krull's principal ideal theorem. However, examples
 . show that ht J s 2 p occurs also in cases in which hyperdet a s 0 seeA i jk
.Example 1.16 below . Therefore it becomes interesting to look at the
primary decomposition of J , in order to have some finer information.A
Questions 1 and 2 have proved quite difficult, one reason being that, in
general, no formula for the hyperdeterminant is known that would be
similar to the usual expansion
s
det c s y1 c ??? c . .  .i j 0s 0. ny1s ny1.
sgSn
 .Hence it is hard to connect the behavior of J to hyperdet a . But ifA i jk
  . .n s m q p y 1 i.e., a is of ``boundary format'' , and a s 0 when-i jk i jk
  . .  .ever i / j q k i.e., a is ``diagonal'' , then hyperdet a is a monomiali jk i jk
 win the a s such that i s j q k see Weyman and Zelevinsky WZ, Sec-i jk
x.tion 7 .
Under the assumptions that n s m q p y 1, and a / 0 if, and only if,i jk
i s j q k, we have been able to prove that ht J is always 2 p, to determineA
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the minimal primes of J and to show that the ideal generated by allA
indeterminates is associated with J . These are the main results of theA
paper, which will hopefully lead to an understanding of J also in casesA
where A is more general.
Though this work has been motivated by hyperdeterminants, they will
not appear in the following. However, as is customary in the theory of
hyperdeterminants we start counting indices with 0.
It seem noteworthy that, independently of the link to the notion of
hyperdeterminant, the study of J is a rather interesting piece of construc-A
tive commutative algebra.
1. THE MINIMAL PRIMES OF JA
We start with the following definition, motivated by the remarks on
hyperdeterminants made in the Introduction nondegenerate means hyper-
.det / 0 .
DEFINITION 1.1. Let




be as in the Introduction. We say that A is a nondegenerate diagonal
trilinear form of boundary format, provided n s m q p y 1 and a / 0 if,i jk
and only if, i s j q k. This convention about m, n, and p will be used
.throughout the paper.
When A is as in Definition 1.1, the generators of J are the following:A
my1
A s a X Y , 0 F k F p y 1,Z jqk j k jqk jk
js0
py1
A s a X Z , 0 F j F m y 1,Y jqk j k jqk kj
ks0
i¡
a Y Z , 0 F i F p y 1, i iyk k iyk k
ks0
py1~ a Y Z , p y 1 F i F m y 1,A s  i iyk k iyk kX i
ks0
py1
a Y Z , m y 1 F i F n y 1. i iyk k iyk k¢
ksiymq1
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We shall now describe the minimal primes of the ideal J in this case.A
 .We shall work out separately the case p - m Theorem 1.12 below and
 .the case p s m Theorem 1.14 . In particular we will obtain that if A is a
nondegenerate diagonal trilinear form of boundary format, then ht J sA
2 p.
In order to proceed, we must recall the notion of symmetric algebra. If
 .M is free of rank g, then the symmetric algebra S M is just the
 . w xpolynomial ring in g indeterminates over R: S M ( R T , . . . , T . If M1 g
 .ci j 6 6 6
has a presentation F G M 0 with F and G free of ranks f
 . w xand g, respectively, then S M is isomorphic to R T , . . . , T rI, where I is1 g
generated by the f elements  g c T , 1 F i F f.js1 i j j
 .In the following I f will denote the ideal generated by the t = tt
  . .minors of the matrix f with the convention that I f is the whole ring .0
w xThe following result on symmetric algebras is due to Huneke H . More
w xgeneral statements have been found by Avramov A and by Simis and
w xVasconcelos SV .
 w x.PROPOSITION 1.2 Huneke H, Theorem 1.1 . Let R be a Cohen]
Macaulay domain and let M be an R-module ha¨ing a finite free resolution
Cr s0 ª R ª R ª M ª 0, C s c . .i j
 .   ..Then S M is a Cohen]Macaulay domain if , and only if , grade I C Gt
r q 2 y t for 1 F t F r.
w xRemark 1.3. If K is a field, W s K T , . . . , T a polynomial ring in r1 r
 .indeterminates, and H the following p = p q r y 1 matrix with entries
in W,
a T ??? a T 0 ??? 011 1 1 r r
. .0 a T ??? a T . .22 1 2 rq1 r . .
H s ,. . . .. . . . 0. . . .
0 ??? 0 a T ??? a Tp p 1 p pqrq1 r
 .where the coefficients a are nonzero constants, then I H si j p
 . p T , . . . , T . The entries of H that involve the indeterminate T appear1 r i
.on the ith diagonal. This can be proved precisely as in Bruns and Vetter
w xBV, p. 15 since every a is a unit.i j
We now come to the main results of this section.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonali jk i j k
trilinear form of boundary format. If Q = J is a prime ideal, then Q includesA
 . either the ideal Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A or the ideal Y , . . . , Y ,0 py1 Z Z 0 my10 py1
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 ..  .A , . . . , A , I X , where I X denotes the ideal generated by the maxi-Y Y p p0 my1
mal minors of the p = m matrix
a X ??? a X000 0 my1 my1 0 my1
a X ??? a X101 1 m my1 1 m
X s .. .. .. .
a X ??? a Xpy1 0 py1 py1 ny1 my1 py1 ny1
  .The entries of X that in¨ol¨ e the indeterminate X appear on the i q 1 sti
.antidiagonal.
 . Proof. Clearly, if Z , . . . , Z : Q, we have Z , . . . , Z ,0 py1 0 py1
.A , . . . , A : Q. Suppose now that h, 0 F h F p y 1, is the leastZ Z py10
index with Z g Q. For all i s 0, . . . , n y 1, call B the part of Ah X Xi i
formed by all its monomial summands containing one of the indetermi-
 .  .nates Z , . . . , Z set B s 0 of h s 0 . Since A , . . . , A : Q,0 hy1 X X Xi 0 ny1
the elements
A y B s a Y Z ,X X h0 h 0 hh h
A y B s a Y Z q a Y Z ,X X hq1 1 h 1 h hq1 0 hq1 0 hq1hq 1 hq1
...
A y B s a Y ZX X my1 my1yh h my1yh hmy 1 my1
q ??? qa Y Z ,my 1 myp py1 myp py1
...
A y B s a Y ZX X my1qh my1 h my1 hmy 1qh my1qh
q ??? qa Y Zmq 1qh mypqh py1 mypqh py1
are all in Q the number of summands on the right-hand side grows by 1 in
each step when the index runs from h to m y 1 and then it stays
.constant . It follows easily that Q must contain all the elements
 .Y , . . . , Y . Hence Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A : Q.0 my1 0 my1 Y Y0 py1
w xLet Z stand for the 1 = p matrix Z , . . . , Z , so that0 py1
 .  .A , . . . , A s I ZX . The statement will be proved if we show thatY Y 10 my1
 .  .  .Z , . . . , Z I X : I ZX . Hence it is enough to ascertain that, given0 py1 p 1
 .any p = p minor f of X, one has Z ? f g I ZX for every k s 0, . . . , p yk 1
1. Denote by X 9 the p = p submatrix of X such that f s det X 9. Then
f Z , . . . , f Z s I ZX 9 adj X 9 : I ZX 9 : I ZX . .  .  . .0 py1 1 1 1
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Our first goal is to show that if p - m, the minimal primes of J areA
 . precisely the ideals Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A and Y , . . . , Y ,0 py1 Z Z 0 my10 py1
 ..A , . . . , A , I X .Y Y p0 my1
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let Z s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonali jk i j k
trilinear form of boundary format. If p - m, the ideal Z , . . . , Z ,0 py1
.A , . . . , A is a minimal prime of J .Z Z A0 py1
Proof. J is clearly contained in the ideal Z , . . . , Z ,A 0 py1
.A , . . . , A . To show that it is a minimal prime of J we just need toZ Z A0 py1
 .show that it is prime. To do so it is enough to prove that A , . . . , AZ Z0 py1w xis prime. Let W s K Y , . . . , Y and let Y denote the following p = n0 my1
matrix with entries in W:
a Y ??? a Y 0 ??? 0000 0 my1 my1 0 my1
. . . .0 . . . .. . . .
Y s .. . . .. . . . 0. . . .
0 ??? 0 a Y ??? a Ypy1 0 py1 0 ny1 my1 py1 my1
  .The entries of Y involving the indeterminate Y appear on the i q 1 sti
.main diagonal. Let N be the W-module defined by the short exact
sequence
Yp n0 ª W ª W ª N ª 0.
In view of Remark 1.3, the presentation of the symmetric algebra of N is
w xK X , . . . , X , Y , . . . , Y0 ny1 0 my1
S N ( . .
A , . . . , A .Z Z0 py1
 .By Proposition 1.2, S N is a Cohen]Macaulay domain if, and only if,
  ..  .grade I Y G p q 2 y t for 1 F t F p. However, by Remark 1.3, I Y st p
 . p  .  .Y , . . . , Y , and I Y : I Y for every t s 1, . . . , p. Thus0 my1 p t
  ..grade I Y s m G p q 1 G q2 y t for 1 F t F p. It follows thatt
 .Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A is a prime ideal of height 2 p.0 py1 Z Z0 ny1
Our next step is to show that if A is as in Proposition 1.4, then the ideal
Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A , I X . .0 my1 Y Y p0 my1
 .is perfect not just when p - m, but also when p s m . Of course, it is
  ..enough to show that A , . . . , A , I X is perfect. In order to do so,Y Y p0 my1
we actually prove something more, namely, that the latter is a geometric
 .m-residual intersection of the ideal Z , . . . , Z with respect to the0 py1
 .ideal A , . . . , A .Y Y0 my1
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We recall the definition of geometric m-residual intersection and give
some results we shall use.
DEFINITION 1.6. Let R be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring, I an ideal of
 .R, A s a , . . . , a : I, but with A / I. Set J s A : I. If ht J G m G ht I,1 m
 .then J is called an m-residual intersection of I with respect to A . If
furthermore I s A for all primes P containing I with ht P F m, thenP P
 .we say that J is a geometric m-residual intersection of I with respect to A .
 .We use these notions similarly when R, M is a positively graded algebra
over a field K with irrelevant maximal ideal M, and I, a , . . . , a , and J1 m
are homogeneous.
Let R be a ring and U a matrix with indeterminate entries over R. Then
w xwe denote the polynomial ring over R in all the entries simply by R U ,
and we use an analogous notation if two or more matrices are involved.
 w x.PROPOSITION 1.7 Bruns et al. BKM, Proposition 4.2 . Let R be a
commutati¨ e Noetherian ring, Z and U matrices of indeterminates,1=p p=m
 .  . w xand J the ideal I ZU q I U ; K Z, U . Then:p, m 1 min p, m4
 .  41 The ideal J has grade at least max p, m .p, m
 .2 If m G p, then J is perfect of grade m.p, m
 .  .  .3 If m G p, then J s I ZU : I Z .p, m 1 1
 .  .4 If R, M is a Cohen]Macaulay local ring and m G p, then J is ap, m
 .geometric m-residual intersection of the ideal I Z in the local ring1
w xR U, Z .M , U, Z .
The next proposition will help us in specializing the generic data of
Proposition 1.7 to those of our problem.
 w x.PROPOSITION 1.8 Huneke and Ulrich HU, Proposition 4.2 . Let R be
a Cohen]Macaulay local ring and I an ideal of R. Let m be an integer such
 .that m G ht I, A s a , . . . , a : I, J s A : I. Let l be a regular sequence1 m
 .on both R and RrI and write `` 9 '' for reduction modulo lR. If ht A9 : I9 G m,
 .  .RrJ is Cohen]Macaulay, ht J s m, and I9 s A9 for e¨ery primeP 9 P 9
ideal P9 containing I9 with ht P9 F m, then J9 s A9 : I9 and l is regular on
 .RrJ. In particular, R9r A9 : I9 is Cohen]Macaulay.
 .The reader should note that Propositions 1.7 4 and 1.8 hold analogously
in the situation where R is a positively graded algebra over a field K with
irrelevant maximal ideal M and all the ideals and elements involved are
homogeneous. In fact, the passage from R to R is a faithfully flatM
functor on the category of graded modules over R; see Bruns and Herzog
w xBH, Section 1.5 and especially 1.5.15 .
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PROPOSITION 1.9. Let
a X ??? a X000 0 my1 my1 0 my1
. .. .X s ,. .
a X ??? a Xpy1 0 py1 py1 ny1 my1 py1 ny1
 .where the a are nonzero constants in K. Then I X is a perfect ideal ofi jk p
w xgrade m y p q 1 in K X , . . . , X .0 ny1
Proof. By the theorem of Eagon and Northcott see, e.g., Bruns and
w x.  .Vetter BV, 2.7 it is enough to show that ht I X G m y p q 1. Forp
w x w xR s K X , . . . , X and R9 s K X , . . . , X we consider the ho-0 ny1 py1 my1
 .momorphism f : R ª R9 with f X s X for p y 1 F i F m y 1 andi i
 .   .. f X s 0 else. Then f I X has height m y p q 1 by Remark 1.5 thei p
only difference is that the indeterminates now coincide along the antidiag-
.   ..onals , and therefore dim R9rf I X s 0. Furthermore,p
ht I X s dim R y dim RrI X .  .p p
G n y dim R9rf I X q n y m y p q 1 s m y p q 1; .  . . .p
 .   ..  .note that dim RrI X F dim R9rf I X q n y m y p q 1 , since thep p
 .kernel of f is generated by n y m y p q 1 elements.
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonali jk i j k
trilinear form of boundary format. Let X be as in Proposition 1.9 and let
w x  .  .Z s Z , . . . , Z . Then I ZX q I X is a geometric m-residual inter-0 py1 1 p
 .   ..section of Z , . . . , Z with respect to I Z and a perfect ideal.0 py1 1 X
Proof. Let
U ??? U00 0 my1
. .. .U s . .
U ??? Upy10 py1 my1
be a p = m generic matrix in the new indeterminates U , 0 F k F p y 1,k j
w x0 F j F m y 1. Let R s K U, Z , . . . , Z . By Proposition 1.7 we know0 ny1
 .  .that the ideal J s I ZU q I U is perfect of grade m. Let L be thep, m 1 p
 . .ideal generated by the p y 1 m y 1 elements a U yjqk j k k j
ay1 U with 0 F k F p y 2, 1 F j F m y 1. If R9 sjqk jy1 kq1 kq1 jy1
w xK X , . . . , X , Z , . . . , Z , we have R9 ( RrL. Now L is a prime0 ny1 0 py1
 .ideal with ht L s dim R y dim R9 s mp y n s mp y m q p y 1 s
 . .p y 1 m y 1 , hence its generators form a regular sequence on both R
 .and Rr Z , . . . , Z . Writing `` 9 '' for reduction modulo L we have0 py1
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 .  .  .  .I ZU 9 s I ZX and Z , . . . , Z 9 s Z , . . . , Z . If we show that1 1 0 py1 0 py1
  .  ..  .  .ht I ZX : Z , . . . , Z G m and that Z , . . . , Z s I ZX for1 0 py1 0 py1 P 1 P
 .every prime ideal P containing Z , . . . , Z and of height F m, we may0 py1
conclude by the ``graded'' version of Proposition 1.8 that
I ZX q I X s I ZX : Z , . . . , Z .  .  .  . .1 p 1 1 py1
 .  .  .and, moreover, that I ZX q I X is perfect. Furthermore, I ZX q1 p 1
 .  .I X is the m-residual intersection of Z , . . . , Z with respect top 0 py1
 .I ZX .1
  .  ..We start by showing that ht I ZX : Z , . . . , Z G m.1 0 py1
 . .  . Knowing that I X Z , . . . , Z : I ZX see the proof of Proposi-p 0 py1 1
.  .  .   .  ..tion 1.4 , we have I ZX q I X : I ZX : Z , . . . , Z . Hence it is1 p 1 0 py1
  .  ..enough to show that ht I ZX q I X G m. Let Q be a prime ideal1 p
 .  .containing I ZX q I X .1 p
 . .Case 1 Z , . . . , Z ­ Q . Let0 py1
AX s A y its monomial summands containing some Z g Q . .Y Y kj j
Hence AX g Q for every j s 0, . . . , m y 1, and AX is a polynomial inY Yj j
exactly those Z s which are outside of Q, say Z , . . . , Z k - ??? - k ,k k k 1 t1 t
.t G 1 :
AX s a X Z q ??? qa X Z .Y jqk j k jqk k jqk j k jqk kj 1 1 1 1 t t t t
Inverting all the indeterminates Z , . . . , Z and denoting by Qe thek k1 t
extension of the ideal Q, one notices that the elements AX form a regularYj
sequence in Qe, and Qe has the same height was Q. It follows that
ht Q G m.
 t 4Actually in this case ht Q s m. For if T s Z , then ht Q sk t F 01y1 y1 y1  .  ..ht T Q, and T Q is minimal over the ideal T I ZX q I X s1 p
y1  .   .  .  ..T I ZX we use the fact that Z , . . . , Z I X : I ZX . By Krull's1 0 py1 p 1
principal ideal theorem we conclude that ht Q s ht Ty1 Q F m.
It is worth remarking immediately that there always exists a minimal
 .  .prime of the ideal I ZX q I X which does not contain all of the1 p
 .indeterminates Z , . . . , Z . Otherwise the ideal Z , . . . , Z would be0 py1 0 py1
 .  .included in the radical of I ZX q I X , which is in turn included in the1 p
 .ideal X , . . . , X .0 ny1
 . .  .Case 2 Z , . . . , Z : Q . By Proposition 1.9, I X is a perfect0 py1 p
ideal of grade m y p q 1. Hence we are done, since then
  ..ht Qr Z , . . . , Z G m y p q 1 and thus ht Q G m q 1.0 py1
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  .  ..In both cases we have obtained that ht I X q I ZX G m. Actuallyp 1
  .  ..ht I X q I ZX s m by the remark at the end of Case 1.p 1
 .We end the proof of Proposition 1.10 by showing that Z , . . . , Z s0 py1 P
 .  .I ZX for every prime P containing Z , . . . , Z and of height F m.1 P 0 py1
 .  . Since I ZX : Z , . . . , Z , it is enough to show that Z , . . . ,1 0 py1 0
.  .  .Z : I ZX for every prime ideal P containing Z , . . . , Z andpy1 P 1 P 0 py1
 .of height F m. Clearly I X ­ P, otherwise P would contain the idealp
 .  .Z , . . . , Z q I X which has height G m q 1 as proved above. Hence0 py1 p
there is a p = p minor of the matrix X, say f , which is not in P. But
 .  .  .Z , . . . , Z f : I ZX recall the proof of Proposition 1.4 , and since0 py1 1
after localization at P the element f becomes a unit, we get
 .  .Z , . . . , Z : I ZX .0 py1 P 1 P
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonali jk i j k
trilinear form of boundary format. Then Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A ,0 my1 Y Y0 my1
 ..I X is a perfect prime, hence a minimal prime ideal of J .p A
Proof. Clearly it is enough to show that, with the notation of Proposi-
 .  .tion 1.10, I ZX q I X is prime; that this ideal is perfect of height m1 p
has been proved already. We start by verifying that Z is a regular element0
 .  .   .  .modulo I X q I ZX . We just need to prove that ht I ZX q I X qp 1 1 p
..Z G m q 1 and proceed by induction on p G 2. Let p s 2 and observe0
that this automatically forces n s m q 1. In this case
a X ??? a X000 0 my1 my1 0 my1X s
a X ??? a X101 1 m my1 1 m
and
I ZX q I X q Z s a X Z , . . . , a X Z , I X , Z . .  .  .  . .1 p 0 101 1 1 m my1 1 m 1 2 0
  . .Let Q be any minimal prime over a X Z , . . . , a X Z , I X , Z .101 1 1 m my1 1 m 1 2 0
If Z f Q, then, since all the coefficient are units after localization,1
  . .X , . . . , X , I X , Z : Q and ht Q G m q 1. If Z g Q, then1 m 2 0 1
  ..Z , Z , I X : Q and, by Proposition 1.9, we again conclude that ht0 1 2
Q G m q 1. Let p ) 2 and assume the statement true for all p9 - p.
Notice that
ÄÄI ZX q I X q Z s I ZX q I X q Z , .  .  .  .  . .1 p 0 1 p 0
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Ä  .where X stands for the p y 1 = m matrix
a X ??? a X101 1 m my1 1 m
. .. .. .
a X ??? a Xpy1 0 py1 py1 ny1 my1 py1 ny1
Ä ÄÄw x  .  .and Z s Z , . . . , Z . Let Q be a prime minimal over I ZX q I X1 py1 1 p
 .  .q Z . As usual see the proof of Proposition 1.4 we have0
Ä ÄÄ .  .  .  .Z , . . . , Z I X : I ZX : Q. If Z , . . . , Z : Q, then ht Q G1 py1 py1 1 1 py1
Ä ÄÄ .  .  .  .m q 1 since Z , . . . , Z q I X : Q. If I X : Q, then I ZX q1 py1 p py1 1
Ä .  .I X q Z : Q and by induction, ht Q G m q 1.py1 0
 .  .This concludes the proof that Z is regular modulo I ZX q I X .0 1 p
 .  .Now, in order to check that I ZX q I X is prime, it is enough to1 p
y1  .  ..  t 4notice that T I ZX q I X is prime when T s Z . For1 p 0 t G 0
y1  .  .. y1  . y1  .T I ZX q I X s T I ZX , and T I ZX is obviously a prime1 p 1 1
ideal.
THEOREM 12. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonal trilin-i jk i j k
ear form of boundary format. If p - m, then the minimal primes of J areA
 .   ..Z , . . . , Z , A , A and Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A , I X .0 py1 Z Z 0 my1 Y Y p0 py1 0 my1
Proof. Use Propositions 1.4, 1.5, and 1.11.
Remark 1.13. If p s m, it follows by symmetry from Proposition 1.11
that
Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A , I X . .0 py1 Z Z p0 py1
 .   ..  .is a minimal prime ideal of J . Here I X s det X . Since det X doesA p
 .  .not belong to the ideal A , . . . , A : Y , . . . , Y , the idealZ Z 0 my10 py1
 . Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A is properly included in Z , . . . , Z ,0 py1 Z Z 0 py10 py1
 ..  .  .I X , hence no longer prime. In fact, Y ? det X g A , . . . , A forp j Z Z0 py1
 .every j s 0, . . . , m y 1 as in the proof of Proposition 1.4 .
THEOREM 1.14. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonal tri-i jk i j k
linear form of boundary format. If p s m, then the minimal primes of J areA
P s Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A , I X , . .1 0 my1 Y Y p0 my1
P s Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A , I X , . .2 0 py1 Z Z p0 py1
and
P s Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z . .3 0 my1 0 py1
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Proof. It follows by symmetry from Proposition 1.4 that if p s m, then
a minimal prime Q of J , different from P and P , must include bothA 1 2
 .  .Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A and Y , . . . , Y , A , . . . , A , so it0 py1 Z Z 0 my1 Y Y0 py1 0 my1
 .must include Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z . But the latter ideal is prime and0 my1 0 py1
contains J , so that Q s P .A 3
COROLLARY 1.15. If A s  a X Y Z is a nondegenerate diagonal tri-i jk i j k
linear form of boundary format, then ht J s 2 p.A
 .Proof. Since J : Z , . . . , Z , A , . . . , A , one has ht J F 2 p,A 0 py1 Z Z A0 py1
by Krull's principal ideal theorem. By Theorem 1.12 and the proof of
.Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.14, it is also clear that all the minimal
primes of J have height greater than or equal to 2 p.A
EXAMPLE 1.16. The converse of Corollary 1.15 is false. Let A s
X Y Z q X Y Z q X Y Z . Since n s 3, m s 2 s p, and a s 0 when-0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 i jk
ever i / j q k, A is diagonal of boundary format. Using a computer
 w x.algebra program such as MACAULAY Bayer and Stillman BS , one
finds that ht J s 4 s 2 p. However, several coefficients for which i s j q kA
 .are null e.g., a s 0 .110
 .Remark 1.17. i Possible generalizations of Theorems 1.12 and 1.14
 .can take many directions. One can relax any one or more of the three
assumptions imposed on A: nondegenerate, diagonal, and of boundary
format. One can also wonder about t-linear forms for every t G 4. All
 .generalizations look far from trivial. ii The different behavior between
case p s m and case p - m has not been detected in the context of
hyperdeterminants. It would be nice to understand its meaning from a
geometric point of view.
2. THE EMBEDDED ASSOCIATED PRIMES OF JA
In this section, under the usual assumption, we prove that the maximal
ideal of S generated by all the indeterminates is an associated prime of J ,A
and we discuss what we expect to be the remaining associated prime ideals.
 .In order to show that X , . . . , X , Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z g0 ny1 0 my1 0 py1
Ass J , we exhibit a ring element m f J such that X , . . . , X , Y , . . . ,A A 0 ny1 0
.Y , Z , . . . , Z m : J .my 1 0 py1 A
LEMMA 2.1. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonal trilineari jk i j k
form of boundary format. Then Y kq1Z g J for all k, 0 F k F p y 1.0 k A
Proof. Let us proceed by induction k. The case k s 0 is clear since
a / 0 and a Y Z g J . Let k ) 0 and assume Y hq1Z g J for all h,000 000 0 0 A 0 h A
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0 F h F k y 1. Since
k
k kY A s a Y Y Z0 X k kyl l 0 ky1 lk
ls0
is an element of J , Y kZ g J for all l, 0 F l F k y 1, by the inductiveA 0 l A
kq1hypothesis, and a F 0, we conclude that Y Z g J .k 0 k 0 k A
Remark 2.2. The following facts have been noted in Bruns and Guerri-
w  .xeri BG, Remark 5 c : if A s  a X Y Z is a nondegenerate diagonali jk i j k
trilinear form of boundary format and J denotes the idealX
 . w xA , . . . , A in the ring T s K Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z , thenX X 0 my1 0 py10 ny1
 . py1 my1 py1 my11 the elements m s Y Z and m9 s Y Z are not0 py1 my1 0
in J ;X
 .2 there exists a g K, a / 0, such that m ' am9 mod J ;X
 .3 Y m, Z m g J for all j, k.j k X
These facts are derived from the existence of a monomial K-basis of
 .TrJ , whose single element in bidegree m y 1, p y 1 is m and thatX
 .  .contains no element of bidegree either m y 1, p or m, p y 1 . More-
over, the automorphism of T sending Y to Y and Z to Zj my1yj k py1yk
exchanges m and m9.
THEOREM 2.3. Let A s  a X Y Z be a nondegenerate diagonal trilin-i jk i j k
ear form of boundary format. The ideal X , . . . , X , Y , . . . ,0 ny1 0
.Y , Z , . . . , Z is an associated prime of J .my 1 0 py1 A
 . py1 my1Proof. By Remark 2.2 1 , m s Y Z is an element not in J . By0 py1 A
considering all the products Y py1Z my 2A and using Lemma 2.1, we get0 py1 Yj
 .that m X g J for all i, p y 1 F i F n y 1. Recall that a / 0.i A jqpy1 j py1
By applying the automorphism that sends the variable X to the variablei
X , Y to Y , and Z to Z , we conclude that m9X g J forny1yi j my1yj k py1yk i A
 .all i, 0 F i F m y 1. By Remark 2.2 2 , we know that m y am9 g J forX
some a g K with a / 0. It follows that m is an element not in J withA
 .m X g J for all i, 0 F i F n y 1. Moreover, by Remark 2.2 3 , one hasi A
Y m g J : J and Z m g J : J for all j and k. Thus the maximalj X A k X A
homogeneous ideal of S is an associated ideal of J .A
We conjecture that the embedded associated primes of J are preciselyA
  ..the associated primes of the ideals Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z , I X ,0 my1 0 py1 t
with 1 F t F p y 1, where X is the matrix described in Proposition 1.4.
This conjecture has been suggested by an ample experimental evidence
w xbased on calculations with MACAULAY BS . Furthermore, it is not hard
to see that every associated prime ideal different from the minimal ones
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 .must contain Y , . . . , Y , Z , . . . , Z . If all a are 1, X is a Hankel0 my1 0 py1 i jk
 .  w x.matrix and the ideals I X are prime see, for example, Eisenbud E .t
 .However, I X is not a prime ideal in general, so that the coefficients at i jk
cannot be neglected in the determination of the remaining associated
prime ideals of J .A
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